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Foodigo is an innovative, fresh and creative enterprise that
seeks to leverage new trends and technologies in the food
industry. 

Our goal is to create a healthy, compelling, deliciously
nutritious alternative to core products. Our diverse team
has extensive experience in product development, plant
products, human protein and marketing.

Together we believe we can make a change in the food
ecosystem while adhering to our sustainable goals.



About Us
Fun, Flirty, Fresh, Healthy, Delicious and Edgy

Target Consumer: High Activity/On the Go
Athletes, Students, and Casual Consumers prioritizing
convenience, nutrition, and efficiency 

Packaging
Minimalist, confident, clean, sleek, simple, stylish,
unapologetic and 100% recyclable, allowing the
goodA.F. branding to shine. Two colors/tones, a clear
depiction of the simple, organic and good-for you
ingredients, and the key sellings points (i.e. high fiber,
high protein, and low FOODMAP for our good And
Flavorful snackbar). 

goodA.F. is Foodigo's very first, breakout product line
specializing in protein rich, simple, and amazingly
tasty drinks and snacks (nonalcoholic beer, coconut
water, cookies, and snack bars)! Our brand voice is
playful and a bit edgy but never too aggressive,
ensuring we bring out the joy and humor while never
alienating potential consumers and future friends! 
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Our Core Beliefs

greenA.F.
At goodA.F. , we believe that our
mission of creating a healthier
and better-for-you food
ecosystem must be reflected in
our packaging and ecological
footprint. To this end, we are a
registered B Corp and only use
biodegradable materials
including state of the art algae
wrap.  We are also committed
to carbon offsetting and source
our materials sustainably, for a
healthy you and a healthy
planet.  

generousA.F. greatTastingA.F.
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Giving back to the global
community is #goals and
essential to our core mission.
That's why for every  goodA.F.
product purchased, we give 1
product to a verified organization
or shelter in the most protein
deficient regions in the world. But
how rude of us to pick for you,
right? To ensure  you're giving
back to regions YOU care about,
we hold a poll every month so you
can decide which organization
we're committing to.  

A great taste is
nonnegotiable. Period.

If you don't like our product
send it back*. Yes, we're
confident A.F. that you and
your grandma will love it.

*Terms and Conditions apply



Leveraging Synthetic Biology

Foodigo uses state of the art fermentation
technology and food technologies to produce
highly pure protein to exacting standards. 

Tasteless
Unlike the pea protein and soy protein alternatives,
which contribute off-flavors, Foodigo's proprietary 
 human milk-derived protein is tasteless. This allows
our ingredients and unique product formulations to
shine through. 

Complete Protein

Health and wellness is part and parcel with Foodigo's
mission. Our novel protein is naturally occurring in
nature and complete, providing all nine essential
amino acids required for optimal nutrition. 

Technology
Proposition
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Push back
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Some consumers might object by saying that our product is
GMO, but that's not true, we're extracting the DNA from its
original environment and putting it into another environment
that’s consistent with the original environment. We are not
modifying any DNA.

Others might consider our products Franken-foods and
Christian conservatives may object to our protein, but we are
producing a natural, healthy product that has scientific
backing.
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goodA.F.
Product Line Up 



Drinks
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good And Fizzy
Beer Concept

Product Description

Good and Fizzy is a low-calorie, 0 carb, non-alcoholic beer that
is high in Foodigo's proprietary complete protein. Whether you're
a pro-athlete that is trying to bulk up, or someone who is looking
for a new and refreshing beverage, good A.F. is perfect for you.

Value Proposition

A guilt-free treat - the ultimate "recovery beer". Alcohol is known
to slow recovery - choose Good and Fizzy instead! It tastes
good and is good for you.

The Covid19 pandemic has increased per capital alcohol intake,.
Interestingly, this has also caused the pendulum to swing back
the other way. There's a large and growing market for non-
alcoholic but tasty beverages based on alcoholic drinks we
know and love. 

Unique Selling Point

The non-alcoholic nature of Good and Fizzy makes it easier to
sell in a broader context. Direct to consumer sales channels
are able to avoid alcohol regulations should have fewer e-
commerce barriers. 

Design inspiration from Fort Point Beer Co
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good And Fresh
Nuttin' but Coconut

After a run on the beach in the sweltering heat, we found respite
under the shade of a palm tree. How we wished we had
something to drink, an all in one beverage that would not allow
us to reset and rehydrate but re-energize! 

And that's when the coconut fell - BAM we had it: Nuttin' but
Coconut: the first-of-its-kind, fun, flirty, fresh, and functional
coconut water with 10g of protein and all the goodAF
electrolytes needed after a workout or a heckin' long day! 

Value Proposition

Product Description
No added sugars, No GMOs, No Nonsense. Our goodAndFresh
Nuttin' but Coconut packs a punch with 10g of protein from our
proprietary, over 500mg of Potassium, over 150mg of
Phosphorus, and over 10mg of Magnesium.

What's more? Indulge in our patent-pending 16oz aluminum
can design with a pocket! That's right friends, a pocket, to carry
your FAVORITE snackbar (wink wink we hope it's goodA.F.
Snackbars) or coupons and cards. 

2 coconuts 10g goodA.F.
protein
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Snacks
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good And Fun
Cookie Concept

Product Description

Good and Fun is a low-calorie and delicious cookies that is high
in Foodigo's proprietary complete protein. Whether you're a pro-
athlete that is trying to bulk up, or someone who is looking for a
new and refreshing snacks, good A.F. is perfect for you.

Value Proposition

A high-protein treat - the healthy cookies which helped you
supplies the protein needed by your body. It tastes good and is
healthy for you. Currently, modern people are searching for
healthy snacks, which is good for their body and also fulfill their
desire of sweets. With Foodigo's high protein cookies, you can
enjoy your food without worrying about your calories.

Design inspiration from Nina Biscuits
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good And Flavorful
Delicious Snack Bar

Product Description

Good and Flavorful is a high fiber (7g), high protein(8b), low
fructose, low GI, low FOODMAP mouthwatering good snack bar
for the health conscious on the go. No artificial flavors, no GMOs,
and 100% delicious. But most of all good. Good A.F.

Value Proposition

An ultra-yummy healthy meal packed in a bar. Fibers for a
healthy gut, protein for building and supporting muscles, low
fructose, low GI, and low FOODMAP to ensure maximum
digestive tract tolerability and minimum issues. Our proprietary
protein and few natural, organic ingredients sourced in a
sustainable way for a healthy you, healthy farms and a healthy
planet.

Design inspiration from GAEA Natural Fig Bar
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Product Description

Good and Fabulous is a 70% gluten-free, high-protein 
 chocolate bar with bursting and unique flavors. Comes in a 50g
aluminium and paper packaging. No artificial flavors, no
aflatoxins, no GMOs, and 100% delicious. But most of all good.
Good A.F.

Value Proposition

A healthier and nutrition-dense alternative to regular chocolate
bars, this product is designed for people who enjoy sweet treats
but are concerned with their nutritional value. We plan to offer
various flavors of chocolate, including milk, mint, orange,
caramel, as well as plain dark chocolate, all infused with 10g of
protein per bar. With the Good A.F. chocolate bars, you can
provide your family and friends with delicious chocolate bars
that also offer many nutritional benefits.Design inspiration from Fresh to Market

good And Funky
Tasty Chocolate Bars



Starting Direct to Consumer
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To minimize additional costs and build a fun, funky, and cliquey  or "in the know" kind of presence online 

Custom Website

Additional 
Payment Options



Universities

Students are perfect examples
of the on-the-go customer

prioritizing ease and
convenience. goodA.F. intends
to create a student partnership

program to assist in
distribution and the creation of

repeat, lifelong consumers.  

Fitness Events & Interest Groups

Athletes are looking for better tasting,
more nutritious, and more convenient
sources of protein. That's why we're

targeting non-traditional GTM channels to
increase exposure and knowledge of the

brand: cycling/running events, etc.
Targeting fitness events like the Hot

Chocolate Run or Yoga in the Park also
allows us to introduce our brand to the

casual athlete.  

Influencers

Influencers are key to reaching
mass audiences on social media;
however, we also recognize that
the major influencer market rate
(15% of total following per post)
could quickly push us out of our

budget. To gain more traction and
establish brand presence, goodA.F.
will turn to more niche influencers

before expanding our reach. 

Companies 

Employee welcome boxes are
all the rage and many

companies have started to
regularly provide food and

snacks to maximize
employee productivity and

happiness. goodA.F. will dive
into this market of working

professionals by reaching out
to companies like Google 

Delivery Services

The global online food delivery
segment is slated to reach
about $340 Million USD this
year (Statista), signaling

increasing opportunities for
distribution along this channel.

We will tap into more niche,
healthy lifestyle delivery

services like GTFO It's Vegan
and goodEggs.  

Marketing & Distribution
Channels
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Marketing & Distribution
Channels
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Trials in farmer's markets and free samples of the product
paired with a pre-established product.  Buy 1 and attend a FREE
yoga session/exercise class. 

Additional, Viable Options 

$100 per inch for counterspace. Anticipating 35% margin, 18-25%
markup for shelf stable products, and an additional 20-30%
markup for placement(MSU 2015).  Average trade spend 20-
45% of revenue.  

Why We Aren't Attempting In Store Distribution (For Now)


